Course in Parkinson disease subtypes: A 39-year clinicopathologic study.
Individual variations in the course of Lewy body Parkinson disease (PD) are well known. Patients have been classified into different clinical subtypes to identify differences in the course among the subgroups. Several studies indicate that the outcome is more favorable in tremor dominant (TD) cases but others report no difference. A majority of progression studies are based on cross-sectional single point data or short-term clinical observations. The lack of longitudinally followed autopsy-confirmed PD cohort remains a major weakness in the literature. Biochemical studies of brain indicate most pronounced abnormalities in akinetic/rigid (AR) and the least in TD cases. We postulate that PD course in these subtypes is concordant with the biochemical findings. To compare the course in TD, mixed (MX), and AR subtypes of PD. Longitudinal clinical follow-up and autopsy studies were performed on 166 patients with PD over 39 years (1968-2006). Patients were classified into TD, AR, and MX based on the entire clinical course. Only the pathologically confirmed PD cases were included. Sixty-six percent of cases had MX, 26% AR, and 8% TD profile. The age at onset was younger (p < 0.001) and progression to Hoehn & Yahr stage 4 was slower (p = 0.016) in the TD cases. Dementia was most common in AR (p = 0.039) and the least common in TD. In general, the course was most favorable in TD, followed by MX and AR subgroups. The three subtypes of Parkinson disease have different courses which are concordant with the differences in brain biochemical abnormalities.